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Dated: April 04, 2013
To
The Chief Commissioner of Income Tax (CCA),Kolkata
Aayakar Bhawan
Kolkata
Attn:- DCIT,Hqrs.(Admn.),Kolkata
Sir,
Sub : Diversion of some posts of DCsIT/ACsIT to corporate charges – request
regarding…
-------------------------Kindly refer to the above.
1.
Recently,
we have received feedback from the various DCsIT/ACsIT of corporate
assessment charges that the work-load in some of the charges are un- bearable. We have
witnessed that some of the DCsIT/ACsIT have to dispose off average 150 cases during a
particular financial year in addition to handling of audit objections, surveys, Appeal scrutiny
report, remand report and other statutory functions. So, the officers are reeling under work
pressure and highly stressed.
2. This may be mentioned that prior to re-structuring in the Department in the year 2000,
these cases are handled by 38 Spl. Ranges and Investigation/ other circles. Moreover, many of the
groups of cases from central charges got de-centralized following the decision that Central charge
will handle only the post search assessment cases. It is needless to say that since 2000, we could
be able to increase the number of taxpayers manifold. In such a situation, it can be easily
understood that this huge work of assessment cannot be handled by only 12 DCsIT/ACsIT in the
corporate charges. It is also a known fact that most of the revenue is coming out from the
corporate charges and proper handling of assessment cases may further yield good revenue for
the charge.
3.

Hence, in the interest of the revenue and better man- management, it is proposed that 12 (

Twelve ) more posts may be created by splitting each circles in the corporate assessment charges
by diverting suitable posts from other charges . This may further be mentioned that this aspect is
also under active consideration in the recent proposal of cadre review. We believe that creation
of posts in assessment charges may lead to better handling of assessment cases and result in
augmentation of revenue.
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General Secretary : Bhaskar Bhattacharya
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In the past 2-3 years, there had been many search cases conducted in the region under the

jurisdiction of CCIT, Jalpaiguri. Earlier, search cases of that region used to be centralized with
Circles in that region itself. However, in the recent past such cases had been centralized with
central circles at Kolkata which is causing inconvenience to the officers as well as the assessee’s.
We have also learnt that the DGIT(Inv.) on principle agreed for diversion of one circle from
Kolkata to Siliguri. Hence, we request that such post may be created at Siliguri.

Yours faithfully,
Sd/( Bhaskar Bhattacharya )
General Secretary, ITGOA,WB-Unit

